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Thank you for the kind introduction.
Good morning ladies and lads. I
appreciate your time and attention and
will strive to make it worth your while.
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The topics chosen for this miniconference signal that we are into the
era of devising autonomous systems
that cope with non-deterministic
situations. We hope autonomy will
help us prevail in situations that are so
complex as to be unknown and in
others that are simply unknowable.

I claim that autonomous systems must
not only serve the users purpose but also must Do No Harm.
A good example is the current discussions regarding driverless automobiles. Another, is
the discussions we are avoiding regarding drone strikes that kill civilians and damage
hospitals.
Let’s explore our opportunities to deploy systems that Do No Harm.

Map of Autonomous Automobile Code, 2015

This image is reality circa 2015.
100 million lines of code
30,000 execution threads
3000 services

100 million
30,000
3,000
? 10,000 ?
12/02/2017

The bunch on the right serve the
vehicle while the bunch on the left
serve the driver and passengers as
guests.
Expect 5X larger by 2020.
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No measurements but current
software quality stats say probably
about 10,000 latent ‘bugs’ ………
No wonder Tesla, Ford, et al, are

Distribution is unlimited for educational use only.
asking the Federal Government to make liability for faults lie with the owner rather than
the producer.
My purpose is to connect rather than
convince. To encourage dialog
toward autonomous systems that are
Fit For Purpose(s). Accordingly I am
going to briefly highlight several
facets. This is not to convince you I
am right, only to survey the probable
extent of an on-going dialog I hope
this initiates.

My Purpose
Encourage dialog about,
A. a deployed system that will Do No Harm and
B. a sociotechnical1 system that will Do No Harm when
iniKalizing and sustaining the deployed system.
1) There is more to System Engineering than engineering.
Think ‘SE that learns’ systems, semanKcs and synergy.

I think there are two basic kinds of
dialog we must have:

"If you use the lens of the past to gaze into the future
all you'll see are the reasons that hold you back! ”
Thomas Koulopoulus, Delphi Group

One about a system deployed to
cope with non-deterministic
situations. The other about a
sociotechnical system that initializes and sustains the deployed systems. These two
must comprise a system.
12/02/2017
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Please note the caveat regarding System Engineering, SE, one kind of sociotechnical
system that initializes and sustains the deployed systems.
Also, I recommend you positively consider Tom Koloupolous’ caution and strive to keep
an open mind for the rest of this talk.
Non-Deterministic situations come in
various degrees of Extent, Variety
and Ambiguity, EVA. The 32 chess
pieces represent significant EVA but
less EVA than 32 cars at the
Daytona Speedway. These represent
even less EVA than in the third case.

Non-determinis,c Situa,ons
1

2

3

Extent – Variety – Ambiguity
12/02/2017
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The Problematic Situation and
underlying Problem System presents
an EVA challenge, Extent, Variety
and Ambiguity establish the degree
of autonomy that the Problem
Suppression System must have in
order to maximize Stakeholder
outcomes, notably, Win or Draw but
Not Lose.

Claim 1
The Problema/c Situa/on EVA
Extent, E:
the quan/ty of involved things
Variety, V:
the quan/ty of unique E’s. (spa/altemporal, and semio/c) .
Ambiguity, A: the degree of uncertainty in E and V.
Deﬁnes the degree of autonomy needed in the Problem
Suppression System to maximize --Stakeholder Outcome: Win - Lose - Draw

12/02/2017
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This chart illustrates nine degrees of
autonomy.

Example: Nine Degrees of Autonomy
Problem
Space

Situation

Class
IZ
Type

Π

Class
OZ Type

f(t)
rValue
Π = f(k) = ballistic
Type
Class
Π = f(O) = governor
Pr
Π = f(I) = compensator
Val
Π = f(Sit, O) = homeostatic
S
Π = f(Val) = goal-seeking
R
Sit
Π = f(Pr) = self-organizing
Π
Π = f(Pr, Val) = autopoietic
Π = f(π) = Self-test & repair
Π = f(all) = autocatalytic
12/02/2017
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Value
Space
f(t)

= Problem Space
= Value Space
= Stimulus
= Response
= Situation
= Problem
Suppression System
6

At Upper Center the ellipse labeled Π
signifies a system that exists in a
Situation that provides resources.
The system accepts Inputs from
Problem Space and produces
Outputs to Value Space (which
usually is a subset of the Problem
Space).
IZ varies across Class, Type and
Time. Likewise OZ may vary over
Class, Type and Time in order to
meet the required IZ to OZ

relationship.
That means the Transform Function, ∏, must be whatever it takes to make the
appropriate relationship happen. Accordingly, ∏ may vary over the Class, Type, Time,
and VALUE ADDED space.
The list on the lower left suggests some terminology for the order of ∏. If ∏ is constant,
k, then ballistic. If ∏ varies as a function of the Output, O, then it is a governor. If a
function of Input, then Compensator, etc. Note that the most intelligent or autonomous
system is Autocatalytic.
Note that ∏ can be influenced by the Situation which may limit its value added
coefficient, rValue.

Distribution is unlimited for educational use only.
Note that the same variety of autonomy applies to the sociotechnical system as to
deployed systems. The only difference is that ∏ signifies “SE that learns.” A case of
“Physician, Heal Thyself.”

Sociotechnical Praxis Types
Problem
Space

Situation

Class
f(t)

In
Type

∏

Class
Out Type

Value
Space
f(t)

rValue
Π = f(k) = ballis,c
Type
Class
Π = f(O) = governor
Pr = Problem Space
Π = f(I) = compensator
Val = Value Space
Π = f(Sit, O) = homeosta,c
S
= Stimulus
R
= Response
Π = f(Val) = goal-seeking
Sit = Situation
Π = f(Pr) = self-organizing
∏
= SE that Learns
Π = f(Pr, Val) = autopoie,c
Π = f(π) = Self-test & repair
“Physician, Heal Thyself”
Π = f(all) = autocataly,c

12/02/2017
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12 Aspects of an Autocatalytic System
Agents (1), of a variety (2) of types (3), use their strategies (4),
in patterned interaction (5) across both physical space (6) and
conceptual space (7), with each other and with artifacts (8).
Performance Measures (9) on the resulting events drive the
selection (10) of agents and/or strategies through processes of
error-prone copying (11) and recombination (12), thus
changing the frequencies of the types within the system, thereby
changing the emergent characteristics of the system and
creating a new gap relative to desired performance.
Harnessing Complexity: Organiza5onal Implica5ons of a Scien5ﬁc Fron5er
R. Axelrod and M. Cohen, The Free Press/Simon & Schuster, 1999
12/02/2017
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The Autonomous System Era

Here is an example of the operation
of an autocatalytic ∏. Twelve kinds
of components interoperate to
sustain system effectiveness. If the
degree of autonomy one version
demonstrates is less than
acceptable, new versions of the
components and relationships are
generated by the system (not by
observers). This applies to the
sociotechnical and the deployed
system. An excellent ‘SE that learns’
staff conducts this process many
times during one project.

Fit For Purpose has seven key
factors. Three for Quality, one for
Parsimony and three for Synergy

Clues: Ashby: Requisite Variety, Boyd: OODA, Cabrera: DSRP

Current MBSE standards, handbooks and tools do not
esLmate or measure, let alone guarantee,
Fit For Purpose of deployed autonomy.
jring7@gmail.com A^ributed Copies Permi^ed

The only difference is that the
sociotechnical system has the added
challenge of “Physician, Heal
Thyself” so must be an instance of
SE that Learns.

Accordingly, an Autonomous System
must sustain a Fit For Purpose state.
Accordingly, the Sociotechnical
System also must be Fit For Purpose
regarding initializing and sustaining
the right degree of autonomous
deployable system.

To realize the beneﬁt of an autonomous system we must
ensure each is Fit For Purpose:
A. Quality:
1. Accomplish intended Eﬀects on Context,
2. When and While needed,
3. Do No Harm,
B. Parsimony: No less Cost of Ownership alternaLve.
C. Synergy: User trustworthy, b) SoS interoperability,
and c) Just Enough Agility.

12/02/2017

The degree of autonomy of the
sociotechnical system must equal or
exceed that needed in the deployed
system.
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The sociotechnical system has been given clues, e.g., Ashby’s Requisite Variety,
Boyd’s Observe, Orient, Decide, Act and Cabrera’s Distinctions, Systems [ed;Sets],
Relations, and Perspectives, among others.
Unfortunately INCOSE’s MBSE and Transformation to MBSE efforts do not leverage
these clues.
This chart illustrates one way of
leveraging the foregoing clues to
initialize a sustainable autonomous
system.

Ini$alizing an Autonomous Systems
State-determined
Probabilis$c
Non-determinis$c

Problematic
Situation

Ballistic
--- Kinds of
Autocatalytic Systems
Kinds of
Technologies
Thermodynamic
Informatics
Biomatics
Teleonomics
Systemics
Social Dynamics
Economics
Ecologics
12/02/2017

LMH
Extent
✔
Variety
✔
Ambiguity
✔
Ballistic
Kinds of --Autocatalytic
SE

Kinds of Practitioners
Competencies & Style

Degree of Autonomy

Kinds of Project
Infrastructures
I&D Automation
PSE s Mediation
eLearning

Fit For Purpose

Stakeholder Worth
jring7@gmail.com AGributed Copies PermiGed
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The Problematic Situation, whether
State-determined, Probabilistic, or
Non-deterministic will be either Low,
Medium or High in each of its Extent,
Variety and Ambiguity. The most
challenging case is where E, V, and
A are each High, the A meaning ‘not
well understood’ by the SE
practitioners

This determines the necessary and sufficient degree of autonomy or Kind of System
which, in turn determines the necessary and sufficient degree of autonomy or Kind of
Sociotechnical System.
This situation defines the Kinds of Practitioners needed in terms of the Technologies
needed, Infrastructure needed, and essential Practitioner competencies and
interpersonal styles needed. The degree of autonomy (SE that learns) exhibited by the
practitioners determines the Worth to the Stakeholders of the autonomous system.
An unacceptable outcome from a
system state change is called Harm.

Harm?
Performance
Unacceptable Eﬀects on Context
Unacceptable survivability and refurbish demands.
Alienates users.
Integrity
Suscep,bility to pathogens that compromise Capabili,es.
Suscep,bility to pathologies that compromise agility.
System structures that are cyber vulnerabili,es.
Examples: System at ,me t(i) did not;
reﬂect the real world. ß Airplane on ground signiﬁed by wheels turning.
Honor rules of logic, arithme,c, seman,cs. ß If:Then Else. Grissom.
exhibit suﬃcient integrity. ß ‘When needed, while needed.’
exhibit suﬃcient dynamic limits. ß Agility.
orchestrate morphing to a coherent new conﬁgura,on and capability.
explain its conﬁgura,on and choices.ß that User understand and trusts.
12/02/2017
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Harm may indicate unacceptable
performance or unacceptable
integrity by either the deployed
system or the sociotechnical system.
Spanning from Robert Merton’s 1936
description of Unintended
Consequences in to John Gall’s book
Systemantics, and later Systems
Bible to Prof. Len Troncale’s recent
formation of the International Society
for Systems Pathology a great
number of instances signal the

challenge we face.
Here are a few examples of harm already done. System at time t(i) did not;

Distribution is unlimited for educational use only.
• Reflect the real world: The A320 flight control system software used Wheels Turning to signify “On
The Ground”. When on a rain-slick runway the flight control system prevented the pilot from
engaging thrust reversal because the wheels only skidded. The 20% less deceleration available to
the pilot demonstrated that the runway was not long enough.
• Honor rules of logic, arithmetic, semantics: If<>Then without Else is a common coding error. Worse
Gus Grissom’s suborbital flight almost killed him because the trajectory computation software
programmer forgot Leap Year and double-worse, tested his own program.
• Exhibit sufficient integrity: ‘When needed, while needed.’
• Exhibit sufficient dynamic limits: Agility.
• Orchestrate morphing to a coherent new configuration and capability.
• Explain its configuration and choices.ß that User understand and trusts.

Given this background please
consider Claims #2.

Claims 2
1. We must evolve three methods from the Prescient Design
era, notably,
1.1. Requirements Management,
1.2. Risk Management, and

We must modernize and evolve, a)
three key methods of prescient
design, b) the current confusion
about cyber and c) sociotechnical
practitioner competency and style.

1.3. TEVV, Test, EvaluaEon, VeriﬁcaEon and ValidaEon.
2. We must clarify current noEons of Cyberspace.
3. AIenEon to pracEEoner competencies and style..

12/02/2017
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1.1: Requirements

A selection of well written “system
shall” statements will NOT impart the
necessary, sufficient and efficient
knowledge needed by the
Sociotechnical system about the
non-deterministic aspects of the
problematic situation.

Are NOT selected, well wri8en statements per
“INCOSE Guide for WriDng Reqs - 2017 Update.pdf”

12/02/2017
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Further, a statement of
Requirements without an estimate of
their problem suppression efficacy
should be considered guesses, not
direction.

Distribution is unlimited for educational use only.
The better version of requirements are
the five chunks of knowledge shown
here, best expressed as a ConOps
(not to be confused with an
Operations Concept).

1.1: Real Requirements Provide:
A. A Descrip9ve model of the ‘unacceptable to Stakeholders’
Problem Situa9on, PSit.
B. A Descrip9ve model of the underlying Problem System, PSys.
C. Objec9ves for suppression of Psys and PSit behaviors.
Approved by Stakeholders.
D. Strategy1 for suppression of selected Psit and PSys behaviors
and of new behaviors caused by the suppressions.
E. Es9mates of the Eﬃcacy of these Requirements.

Note that ‘strategy’ specifically
signifies that the design baseline must
be clear about a) Objectives of the
PSS, b) foreseen actual and possible
Impediments, c) ways of
overcome/suppress the impediments
and d) the kind of resources the PSS
must have to do so and when.

Best expressed as a ConOps, Concept of Opera9ons
veLed by Second Opinion
1) Strategy: The alloca9on and scheduling of resources
suﬃcient to overcome impediments to achieving Objec9ves.
12/02/2017
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1.2a Risk Management

1.2a: Risk Management

Within this context we must
modernize Risk Management. Key
reasons are shown here.

Deﬁned in ISO 31000 as the eﬀect of uncertainty on objec9ves.
Which Objec9ves? Eﬀects selected and ar9culated by who?
Risk = Pr(occur) X Impact(occur)
Dimensions of Impact?
Uncertain9es in es9mates? Qualiﬁca9ons of es9mators?
Applica9on of resources to minimize the probability and/or impact.
Risk of minimizing the probability or impact?
Risk of overlooking a risk?

We must replace Risk Management
with Integrity Assurance which
focuses our efforts on removing the
faults and strengthening the weak
links inside the system.

1.2b: Integrity Assurance
Iden9fy and strengthen the weak links in the system.
Alterna9ve to hypothesizing external threats.
c.f., Theory of Constraints, Eli GoldraH
c.f., Constraint Theory, George Friedman
See also, Cri9cal Path in project management literature
12/02/2017
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Eli Goldratt and INCOSE’s own Prof.
George Friedman have told us how.

Integrity Assurance is more prevalent
in the public sector than in
government work perhaps because the public sector focuses on results whereas the
government sector focuses on process.
Because we are trying to cope with
non-deterministic situations I claim
that we must modernize TEVV.

1.3 TEVV More Complex than 1911

Test simply isn’t that simple any
more.
The guy on the left invented the
bullet proof vest. This EVA profile is
simple.
Reminds me of Neal Armstrong atop
the Apollo Booster, paraphrasing --‘I’d feel better if all those contractors
12/02/2017
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down there were in canvas tents instead of reinforced concrete block houses.’
Since we started collecting metrics
circa 1970 we have known that Test
and Evaluation has been
inadequate.

1.3.1: Test, Evalua0on, Current
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

12/02/2017

Eﬀort is ≈80% Test, ≈20% Evalua0on.
≈40% of Test 0me & $ is wasted awai0ng bug ﬁxes.
Seeks conformance to Requirements,
“Tes0ng shows the presence, not the absence of bugs.”
E.W. Dijkstra
45 Years of metrics shows the best tes0ng misses ≈2% of
faults. Deployed to opera0ons. www.Namcook.com
System maintenance introduces further faults.
The less determinis0c the context the less likely Test
Coverage is adequate.
T&E prac00oners do not know how to create test beds,
test cases, etc. that reﬂect the Extent, Variety and
Ambiguity of non-determinis0c situa0ons.
jring7@gmail.com Abributed Copies Permibed

Eight key reasons are shown here.
The autonomy era simply presents
T&E with a bigger puzzle --- too big
for T&E methods and practices,
particularly for confirming Readiness
in deployed SoS situations.
17

Modernized T&E brings Evaluation
to the front. First, making a system
ready for test by performing System
Integrity Assessment to remove all
the faults. Then Test can focus on
the locus of system performance
also called system Dynamic Limits.
Third, Evaluation produces
Actionable Knowledge that users
trust regarding both the System of
Interest and its integration into the
deployed System of Systems.

1.3.1: Test, Evalua0on, Future
Are the System of Interest, SOI, and deployed SoS Fit For
Purpose?
A. First, 20% for System Integrity Assessment, SIA, w/r to
system principles of Dynamic and Integrity limits and
Progress and Safety Proper0es. [see next chart]
B. Next, 20% for Test to discover system dynamics limits,
then
C. Then 20% for Ac0onable Intelligence regarding Fit For
Purpose of a) SOI in development then b) SoS as
deployed.
D. Save the other 40%.

12/02/2017
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Two Techniques Enable SIA
1. Programs can be automa;cally translated into the Dijkstra
Guarded Command (DGC) model:
〈(condi&on)→(ac&on)[]…..[] (condi&on)→(ac&on)〉. DGC’s
form a transi'on system with an associated logic that
supports the analysis of concurrency and composi&on, is
similar to UNITY (KMani-Chandy,JMisra,1988). The DGC
computa;onal model does not include sequencing
operators. The model is non-determinis;c and nontermina;ng.
2. The weakest precondi&on wp of a program is the predicate
transformer deﬁning the minimum set of assump&ons
needed for obtaining an outcome deﬁned by a predicate (the
postcondi&on)

8/1/2017
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Note that this can be done for 60%
of typical T&E budgets, saving 40%.
Recent developments show that
Evaluation can be done with and to
autonomous systems by applying
two techniques for proofreading
code. No test beds, test cases,
regression testing, etc. This
technology and method are called
System Integrity Assessment, SIA.

Distribution is unlimited for educational use only.
SIA answers such questions as
shown here within the context of the
whole extent of programs involved.

SIA Answers Ques,ons such as:
1. What does this program do?
2. Under which condi,on does this program do
something?
3. This program produced an error. Where is the fault?
4. Show only the code which is needed for compu,ng a
result?
5. Determine whether a change elsewhere has violated
an invariant?
6. Can a new module be added safely?
7. Are the exis,ng invariants composi,onal?
12/02/2017
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And in minutes rather than hours or
days.
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Most Test Cases Do Not Conﬁrm Invariants
• The overall health of a system involves the states of the data
used for the interac:on of the modules’ ac:ons. This is done
with a predicate that must hold before and a@er all execu:on
of all programs in the system
• This predicate is called the (system or data) invariant.
• During the execu:on of a loop a program repeatedly uses a
set of data which must be in states deﬁned by a loop invariant
• When an invariant names all or some of the variables in the
state space without any limita:on on the values (states) this
is called a type invariant.
• The wp of a program for a type invariant containing all the
state changing variables contains the same informa0on as the
program
8/1/2017
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And SIA assures Invariants are
honored, a task too complex for Test
Case authors to accomplish in the
autonomous era.

21

Want A Deeper View?
A deeper view is available for those
interested.

A 90 minute webinar
by Drs. Pizzarello and Friesen
will be scheduled on request.
jack@ontopilot.com

12/6/17
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Current V&V: focuses on Requirements
and the System Development phase.

1.3.2: Veriﬁca.on and Valida.on
Current:
Veriﬁca.on: Design conforms to Requirements?
So What? Was Eﬃcacy of Requirements established?
Valida.on: System meets User Needs?
Which Users?
Judged at Acquisi.on .me, not ‘as deployed.’
Future:
Veriﬁca.on: Reveals whether ensemble of design
commitments from Day 1 (Problem Situa.on) to Day
End of opera.onal usage increases likelihood of Fit For
Purpose for each instance of System Usage.
Valida.on: System meets ConOps of a) Problema.c
Situa.on then of b) Deployed Mission situa.on
(performed more oVen than Mean Time to SoS
Change/2 (Nyquist)).

12/02/2017
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Many situations are left unaddressed.
Modernized V&V reflects what the real
users need, not what the developer
anticipated.
Verification is not a one-time act but a
series of inspections throughout the
usage cycles of both systems.
Similarly, Validation is not an
Acquisition phase task but continues
throughout the usage life cycle.

23

2: Clarifying Cyberspace
• Cyber is not a unique space.
• Systems in Land, Sea, Undersea, Air and Space have
mechanical, chemical, electromagne@c, spectrum
and cyber aspects.
• The cyber aspect includes data (operands) and
executable code (operators). Cyber security must
prevent data compromise and code compromise.
• Cyber aEacks from external or internal sources seek
to use your hardware to execute their code.
• Cyber accidents by operators and administrators
usually use your code at the wrong @mes or with
wrong operands.
• SoHware systems with Zero integrity faults are
invulnerable to cyber incidents.
12/02/2017
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3. Other: How Autonomous is Your Praxis?
Prescient Design
ISO 15288
SysML
Prescribe a process Intended
to achieve a presumed goal.

Permissive Design

12/02/2017

IniIalize a system that
achieves goals, sets new goals.
1. Acquires New Knowledge
2. Applies
3. Assesses
4. Reﬂects

jring7@gmail.com AWributed Copies PermiWed
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Let’s shift our focus to the notion of
cyberspace. Too many people
misunderstand what it is and is not,
therefore how to cope with it. The
main point is that cyber includes both
data and code. Second, cyber is not
a separate space but an aspect of
each space such as land, sea,
undersea, and space. This
perspective helps us systematize
cyber with all the other aspects in
each space such as Informational,
Spectrum, Electromagnetic, Physical,
and Psychological.
So, ladies and lads, How Autonomous
is your current SE Praxis?
Do you still engage in Prescient
design in which you explicitly program
system behavior?
Or do you engage in Permissive
design in which you initialize a system
with the capability to accomplish the
purpose you intend but also the to
adjust its internal gradients,
relationships and even content to
maximize Win or Draw but Not Lose?

Distribution is unlimited for educational use only.

3. Other: When morphing do both your systems
conserve X, d(X)/dt, d2(X)/dt2?
Viable opBons for Problem Suppression System morphing will be
constrained by conservaBon laws such as;
• Thermodynamics: mass, momentum, energy
• InformaBcs: data, informaBon, knowledge
• BiomaBcs: acBon, pace, repurposing
• Teleonomics: skills, rate of learning, rate of invenBon
• Human social dynamics: trust, enthusiasm, co-evoluBon
• Economic: investment, ROI, liquidity
• Ecologic: waste, durability, obsolescence

When your praxis initiates change
and morphs a system to a new
configuration, do you honor all the
“laws of conservation?”
Do you do this for the system of
interest and for the sociotechnical
system of which you are a member?

Don t try to fool Mother Nature
12/02/2017
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Can you help your workgroup perform
beyond Collaboration? There are at
least three higher degrees of
accomplishment if you bring the right
Mediators to the group.

3: Other: How’s Your Synergy?
Relationship

Meaning

Mediators

Co-evolve

Morphing toward
Win-Win-Win

Joy-enabled Level of
Consciousness

Co-facilitate

Value Out/Value In ≈ eN

N party stewardship

Co-learn

Meaningful reflection

Shared knowledge claims

Collaborate

Help one another

Desire to serve

Co-celebrate

En-joying one another

Time & Space, F2F

Cooperate

Compatible Actions

Willing to wait

Commit

Principled relationship

Courage to plan

Converge

Common compelling
purpose

Shared self-respect

Communicate Share interests & values
Connect
12/02/2017

One discover another

Finally are each of you adept beyond
system thinking? Do you also practice
system feeling, making, doing and
being?

Common language
Accessible attributes
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3. Other: What Standard of Care Do You Apply?
In your deployed system(s)?
In your sociotechnical system(s)?

Or at least what Ethics?

hEp://standards.ieee.org/develop/indconn/ec/autonomous_systems.html
Or
hEp://www.incose.org/about/leadershiporganizaQon/codeofethics

12/02/2017
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When each of us becomes an
autonomous system, particularly an
autocatalytic one, we can suppress
any problematic situation.
Finally, how does your
sociotechnical system deal with the
mind-numbing uncertainties it
encounters?
Do you apply a quantifiable Standard
of Care in your work or only
statement of ethics or no oversight
such as Second Opinion at all?

Distribution is unlimited for educational use only.
Thank you for considering my
perspective. Hopefully it was not too
disturbing.

Ques%ons, Comments?

Are you interested in devising
systems that Do No Harm?

Ready to
Do No Harm?
Dialogue?

What have I missed?

Par%cipants?

Shall we dialog?
Do you see the value of
participating?

Thank
You!
12/02/2017
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If so, please consider joining our
INCOSE Working Group.

Thank You!

